2024 ABC Ballot Proposal Results

The 2024 ABC Ballot results are in. Of the 12 Proposals submitted, 3 will be on the ABC agenda, Proposals 3, 7 and 12.

Proposals needed 66.7% 'Yes' votes to be eligible. 'No Opinion' votes did not count towards the total. The following are the individual results:

1. 40% The Promises
2. 35% Literature Projects
3. **79% Publish Introductory Book**
4. 36% Affirm Non-Conference Approved Literature
5. 51% Publishing License
6. 47% Delegate-Driven Conference Committee
7. **89% Modify ABC and QDMs**
8. 31% Ratification of Trustees
9. 53% Meeting Listing/Delisting
10. 34% Change Tradition 4
11. 45% Create Committee to Identify Discrimination or Bias
12. **93% International Lit Scholarship Fund**